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We are pleased to announce our first solo exhibition with Noa Eshkol (1924-2007), which will include a vibrant
selection of textile-based works, which have never before been shown publicly. The exhibition will be on view
January 29 through April 6, 2013.
An accomplished dance composer and notation specialist, Israeli artist Noa Eshkol created a large body of textile
pieces over a period of more than three decades. The “wall carpets,” as Eshkol referred to them, are as versatile
as their description suggests, intended for display on either horizontal or vertical planes, on the floor or against a
wall. Covering a broad range of visual motifs, the carpets address themes that have been familiar tropes
throughout art history including nature, folktales, geometry and ornamentation, portraiture, still lives, and interiors,
as well as explicit homages to painters and literary figures.
Beginning in 1973, Eshkol would piece together scraps of fabric collected from kibbutzim and sewing workshops,
setting them against larger swaths such as military blankets, bedspreads or bomb targets. Composed only of
these found elements without a single fragment ever being cut or otherwise manipulated, the carpets are virtual
assemblages of color and form. After achieving the desired arrangement, Eshkol would pin the layers together
and leave the finished composition to be sewn into place by friends and dancers from the Chamber Dance Group
(which she founded in 1954), who would also sort the fabrics for Eshkol to work from according to thickness and
material. Coinciding with the onset of the Yom Kippur War, Eshkol’s foray into textile-based work was inspired in
part by the abrupt absence of her only male dancer, Shmulik Zaidel, who was serving in the military at the time.
With this essential member of her close group of collaborators suddenly gone, Eshkol turned to a new form of
composing.
The carpets have been meticulously stored and archived in Holon at the house where Eshkol lived and worked.
Peppering the library were countless books on Persian carpets, Asian and European tapestries, and American
quilts, which served as visual references for Eshkol. The two-story building also played host to the daily practice
Eshkol instituted and her dancers continue to live by, meeting often to run through the dance compositions in the
home’s studio space. In recent years, a new generation of dancers has joined Eshkol’s original circle, ready to
take on the task of continuing her legacy.
Described by Steve Paxton as “hypnotic, understated, totally disciplined, choreographically rigorous,” Eshkol’s
work with movement has been influential for many in the dance field. Her education included intimate study of the
notation system invented by Rudolf Laban, to which she later developed an alternative together with architect
Avraham Wachman. Fluidly parallel to such modernist traditions of collaboration, minimal aesthetics and readyth
made materiality, Eshkol’s practice in its various forms shares continuity with seminal figures from 20 century art
and dance history.
Between 1968 and 1969, Eshkol taught as a Fulbright fellow at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign. In
1972, she became a professor in the Faculty of Visual and Performing Arts at Tel Aviv University, where she
continued the work of the Movement Notation Society, which she founded in 1968. Presented here for the first
time in Germany, Eshkol’s wall carpets have recently gained international attention through a multipart project
initiated by contemporary artist Sharon Lockhart. A touring exhibition featuring both artists opened at the Israel
Museum Jerusalem in 2011 and subsequently traveled to the Los Angeles County Museum of Art (LACMA) and
the Jewish Museum, New York, where it is currently on view until late March, 2013. A detailed catalogue was
produced for the exhibition. Eshkol’s wall carpets are also included in Sharon Lockhart | Noa Eshkol at ThyssenBornemisza Art Contemporary, Vienna, on view through February 24, 2013, with an accompanying catalogue.
The textile works have been exhibited at the Danish Museum of Decorative Arts, Copenhagen (1980), the
Museum of Art, Ein Harod, Israel (1996), and The Open Museum, Tefen Industrial Park, Israel (2010), for which a
comprehensive catalogue was published. We are very pleased that the Opelvillen Foundation in Rüsselsheim will
open a large-scale solo exhibition in November 2013 focusing on Eshkol’s carpets.
For further information as well as press material, please contact Jan Salewski: tel +49 30 288 772 77,
mail@neugerriemschneider.com.

